BIOLAGE Advanced Keratindose Pro-Keratin Renewal Spray |
Restores Hair's Shine & Manageability | Paraben-Free | for
Overprocessed, Damaged Hair | 6.7 Fl Oz Review-2021
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Keratindose
Renewal Spray
For damaged, over-processed, color-treated, weak or fragile hair.
Keratindose
Renewal Spray
This formula provides targeted reinforcement and moisture balance.
Keratindose
Renewal Spray
This leave-in spray improves manageability, tames flyaways, protects from heat and more.
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Prevent future damage
Biolage Advanced Keratindose System for Chemically Damaged Hair
Keratindose
Color-treated hair feels like straw? Biolage Advanced Keratindose System helps reinforce
over-processed, weak or fragile hair.
Shampoo
Gently cleanses while maintaining the integrity of damaged, over-processed hair.
Conditioner
Moisturizes and smooths to keep over-processed hair silky and manageable.
Renewal Spray
Provides instant silkiness, shine, and manageability. Frizz and flyaways are tamed.
ABOUT BIOLAGE
Professional Results
We strive to transform hair to its healthiest state.
Performance is the priority, and the feel of your hair is the most important result.
Sensorial Experience
Every indulgent formula is uniquely crafted to feel and smell like an immersive Biolage experience.
Signature Fragrance
A blend of 27 notes creates an irreplaceable and timeless fragrance that is known and loved.
Commitment to Sustainability
From formulas to packaging, all of our products are produced through responsible manufacturing.
How often should I use this?
You can use as often as you like, on dry and wet hair.
Do I apply to wet or dry hair?
After using Keratindose Shampoo and Conditioner, spray the Pro-Keratin Renewal Spray onto wet
hair and style as usual. Spray on dry hair as a finishing product for extra conditioning and softness.
Is it a leave-in conditioner?
Yes, this leave-in spray provides nourishment & moisture for over processed hair.
Can I use on color-treated hair?
This spray helps prevent future breakage for damaged, over-processed, color-treated, weak or
fragile hair.
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Biolage Advanced
Keratindose
Formulas with pro-keratin + silk provide targeted reinforcement & moisture to over-processed hair
Pro Stylist Tip
For Over-processed Hair

Use a gentle shampoo, nourishing conditioner, & renewal spray for protection
Professional By Nature
Honest By Choice
Biolage is Salon Professional Hair Care committed to healthy hair and a sustainable future
Our Manufacturing Pledge
To minimize our impact, our products are produced using responsible manufacturing & renewable
energy
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